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ucp 600 articles with examples 1 Interpretation and application of UCP 600 - Part 2XXV Latin American Foreign Trade Congress - CLACE Guatemala June 3-5, 2009 Gary Collier Collier Consulting LLP 2 Processing documents confirming UCP 600 and ISBP Disciplinary Documents Processing 3
Processing Of Declined Documents Investigation Documents Nominated Bank acts on its nomination, confirming the bank, if any, and the issuing bank is required to examine the documents within a maximum of 5 bank days after the day of presentation. If the discrepancies are resolved, the bank in
question is obliged to give the rapporteur a waiver notice (according to article 16 of article 16 of the UCP) no later than the closing of that 5th bank day. The consideration of documents takes three stages: 1. review of documents on the terms of the Criminal Code; Review of documents relevant to the
applicable UCP regulations; 3. Study of data in documents with similar data in other agreed documents. 4 Processing of documents confirming non-compliance and non-conforming documents of Article 15 UCP 600 requires that when a bank decides that the documents constitute an appropriate
representation, which they perform or are negotiating, and in the case of confirmation or nominated bank, pass the documents to the issuer bank. When a nominated bank acting for its purpose confirming a bank or issuing bank determined that the documents did not comply, they must act in accordance
with the requirements of Article 600 UCP 16. A waiver notice indicating inconsistencies and the status of the documents must be sent to the rapporteur no later than the closing of the 5th bank day after the day of submission. 5 Document Processing - Standard for Document Study - UCP 600 Subs various
14 (d) General principle for all documents: Data in the document, when viewed in the context of the loan, the document itself and international standard banking practice, should not be identical, but should not conflict with the data in this document, any other provided document or credit. Note: No reference
to the discrepancy. The data should not be identical, but should not conflict. 6 Processing of documents confirming his appointment, article 14 - Standard examination of documents Under article 14 (a): A nominated bank acting on its nomination, confirming the bank, if any, and the issuing bank must
examine the submission to determine, based on the documents only, whether the documents on their face to represent a representation. . 7 Processing of disciplinary documents UCP 600 article 14 - Standard for review of documents Subsold Article 14 (b): Nominated bank acting on its intended purpose,
confirming the bank, if any, and the issuing bank must have a maximum of five bank days after the day of submission If the presentation meets the requirements. This period is not limited or otherwise dependent on the appearance on or after the date of the presentation of any expiration date or last day
for the submission. 8 Processing of documents supporting documents, article 14 - Standard examination of documents subsing article 14 (d): Data in the document, if read in the context of the loan, the document itself and international standard banking practice, should not be identical, but should not be
incompatible with the data in this document, any other provided document or credit. 9 Processing of non-commercial account documents, Article 14 600 - The Standard for Examination of Documents, Article 14 (e): In documents not related to a commercial account, the description of goods, services or
performance, if stated, may not contradict their description of the loan in general terms. Issue: No application or requirement to form a link under UCP 600. 10 Processing of documents confirming refusal, Article 16 - Refusal of documents, refusal and issuance of notices the bank can still approach the
applicant for refusal, but the available time is reduced due to the new maximum of 5 bank days; If the bank has granted a waiver under a) or (b) overleaf, and no instructions or waivers received they can return the documents; Banks must provide one waiver notice; A statement of discrepancies or
observation of discrepancies is not a notice of refusal; The discrepancies must be clear and accurate. For example, a discrepancy such as an invoice not in accordance with the LC is not a good reason for refusal unless the wrong invoice for the LC in question has been submitted; Refusal must mention,
the bank refuses, applicable discrepancies and one of the following statuses: 11 Processing documents supporting documents, 600 article 16 - Disciplinary documents, Refusal and Notice subsing articles 16 (c) (c): (iii): (c): (a): (a): that the bank keeps pending documents further instructions from the
rapporteur; or b) that the issuing bank holds the documents.... Gets rejected...... and agrees to take it, or receives further instructions......... Before agreeing to accept the waiver; or c) that the bank returns the documents; or (d) that the bank operates in accordance with instructions previously received from
the facilitator. 12 Processing of documents confirming refusal, Article 16 - Refusal of documents, refusal and notification Basic requirements for notification of refusal: MT734 - list of discrepancies and status of documents; MT799, phone call, fax, consultations, etc. - an indication of refusal, a list of
discrepancies and the status of documents; The stated discrepancies should be specific in what is actually the cause of the failure, i.e. avoid expressions such as invoices not in accordance with the LC; Document status can be code word in MT734 Return, Notify, Previnst) in all other tips that they need to
be specified in full. 13 Treatment of dystarepant discrepant Article 16 - Denial of documents, denial and notice Of typical phone conversation (John/Bank, Mary/Beneficiary): Hello Mary, is John from Friendly Bank you had a good weekend? Hi John, yes thank you very busy with the family again. John -
sorry to let you know, but we have the same paperwork problems as we did with the last set, the same discrepancies. Maria - oh not again (!) I thought we sorted out the delivery department. Send them to the issuing bank, just like last time, and let us know when you get approval. John - Okay, thank you
for having a good day! Where was the waiver, where was the list of discrepancies and where was the status statement? (Maybe you could argue that Good means we will act according to your instructions!!) 14 Processing of documents confirming the rejection of documents (beneficiary options) available
to the beneficiary in cases where the documents are non-relevant: 1. 2. Ask the bank to contact the issuing bank to get a waiver from the applicant; Or three. ask the bank to hand over the documents to the issuing bank for settlement, despite the marked discrepancies. This is probably the order in which a
decision should be made on non-relevant documents. 15 Processing of documents confirming the rejection of documents (options of beneficiaries) Opinion, which will be considered at the meeting of the BANKING Commission of the ICC in March, refers to a number of LCs arising from a particular
country, which states: Documents must be correct at the first submission. It is not allowed to adjust the documents. The bank must certify that the documents were correct at the first presentation. Provided documents on the first submission in strict accordance with the terms of the LC, you are authorized
to reimburse yourself ... It should be remembered that the beneficiary or the facilitator has the right to correct any discrepancies that may have been observed. This, however, must be concluded during the last day for submission or expiration date depending on what used to be. 16 Processing documents
confirming the refusal of documents (issuance of bank options) The bank-issuer can apply to the applicant with a refusal to eliminate the inconsistencies that have been established. The issuing bank is not obliged to accept the applicant's refusal. It is possible that, after the waiver notice is sent, the bank is
convinced that the discrepancy (ies) is/not valid and that the documents are, in fact, consistent. In this case, the bank must accept the documents in accordance with the terms of the loan. If the bank is the issuer bank, they will have to inform the applicant that the discrepancy (ies) has been withdrawn /that
the presentation corresponds. 17 Processing Disciplinary DocumentsHanding Situation Documents: Documents Presented by a nominated bank that they comply, they do not negotiate and are on our side in the issuing bank for a settlement. The issuance of the bank found two inconsistencies (1) the
packaging list does not indicate the type of packaging used (as required in LC) and (2) the invoice omits the certification required in field 47A LC. The issuer bank provides the nominated bank with a valid waiver notice. The appointed bank advises the beneficiary on February 5 at 16:15. The loan expires
on February 6, February 7 - 21 calendar day. To whom should the beneficiary submit documents on the replacement: - the issuance of the bank? - nominated bank? And when? 18 Processing of non-relevant documentsRely goods against delivery order, refund or bank guarantee Often it is the case that
goods arrive before receiving documents that will allow them to be released from customs. In this case, the applicant will ask his bank to issue an order for delivery, refund or bank guarantee to the airline/shipping company to release the goods, despite the fact that the goods sent to the bank or the original
lading accounts are not available. If the bank agrees to such actions, they must take instructions from their client to pay for the documents when received, despite the fact that there may be discrepancies in this. This in itself can be a risk for the bank, as one of these discrepancies may be overspending
loans by a significant amount. The Bank must consider such requests in accordance with its relationship with the claimant. 19 False and Controversial Discrepancies: Application of UCP 600 and ISBP False and Controversial Divergences: - The Harm It Does to the LC Product; and - ways to create the
right and concise LC to overcome these problems. 20 Current experience with LCsApplying UCP 600 and ISBP Current experience with processing LCs 21 Application UCP 600 and ISBP Examples reported false and questionable discrepancies: The grade of steel mentioned in the Mills Test Certificate is
not in accordance with paragraph 4 of Area 46A of L/C. Field 46A LC said Certificate Mills Tests. (USD8.8m) The short amount comes in at 2.00x1230mm, which is less than 10 percent, which is not in accordance with paragraph 45A of LC conditions. Field 45A gave the number of goods (5 different sizes)
all subject to 10% k/-. The number of sizes shown was less than -10%, but LC allowed partial shipments. (USD6.4m) 22 Application of UCP 600 and ISBP Examples of recorded false and questionable discrepancies: Certificate of Origin does not show the name of the shipper. The condition in the LC was
a Certificate of Origin, and there was no requirement for the shipper to be shown. (USD3.6m) B/L shows items shipped to the deck. BL was the charter of the BL party, which pre-printed text (of which ........... On deck at the risk of shipper, the carrier is not responsible ....). This gap was not with any
amount. Many. 23 Application of UCP 600 and ISBP Examples of recorded false and questionable discrepancies: Net date on board is not specified on BL, incorrect address of the beneficiary on documents and documents not submitted by mail. The LC backup requires project submission, copying
invoices, clean copies on board BL, and various certificates. The documents, which will be sent by mail and to the beneficiary's address in the SBLC, have been declared as zu, Switzerland. A copy of BL showed the date on board and no notations or regulations relating to the product or its packaging. The
documents were sent by the courier service. The beneficiary's address was Tsug (Switzerland). (USD6.7m) 24 Application of UCP 600 and ISBP Examples of recorded false and questionable discrepancies: Non-negotiable copies of BL are not signed. They are not signed and LC has not requested their
presentation! The (USD2.5m) Certificate of Origin shows how the shipper is a hand other than the beneficiary. LC was silent regarding the contents of the Certificate of Origin. (USD3.4m) The Mills Test Certificate is issued by another party other than the beneficiary. LC did not specify the issuer.
(USD3.4m) 25 Application UCP 600 and ISBP Examples reported false and questionable discrepancies: Commercial invoice and packaging list show the buyer's name as viz. ABC Co Ltd, while buyers called ABC Co. Ltd. LC said the documents were in the buyer's name viz. ABC Co Ltd. (USD380k) Is
not represented by the beneficiary's declaration under paragraph 5 of LC. The beneficiary submitted the necessary document, called the Certificate of the Beneficiary. (USD8.7m) 26 Application UCP 600 and ISBP Examples of recorded false and questionable discrepancies - the latest incident: LC
provides a description of the item (field 45A), which includes a partial shipment that will be allowed and goods will be carried out under the deck. The commercial invoice is presented with a description of the goods according to the 45A field, but without the two statements in the quotes as above. The bank
refuses for lack of data. (USD5.1m) 27 Application of UCP 600 on a daily basis to establish best practices for the application of UCP 600 and ISBP Application of UCP 600 on a daily basis to establish best practices for extradition, Advising, confirming, amending and calculating in accordance with
documentary credits 28 Creating Best PracticesSource:Clear and Accurate Terms and Conditions That Correspond to the Form of Shipping Documentary Requirements That Set out the issuer (if necessary) and the content of the data for each document (do not rely on the consequences of subsion 14 (f))
Advice : Are you ready to accept your candidacy? Do you consider a health loan? 29 Creating Best PracticesConsubment: Do you understand what you are confirming? What is the wording of your confirmation and what does it mean? Do the beneficiaries understand the confirmation effect?
Amendments: whether the amendment is all the terms and conditions LC? What impact does this amendment have on the remaining conditions? 30 Creating best practiceSive amendment did not satisfy all the conditions of the Criminal Code and did not leave an element of ambiguity. LC requires
shipment from Singapore to Rotterdam and requires bills for the guy. Incoterm CFR. The beneficiary and the applicant determine that the bill for the guy is the wrong form of the document and agree the operator's receipt certificate. An amendment has been published stating that the bills for the removal
and insertion of the certificate of receipt of the goods issued by Companium Acme Forwarding Company Ltd. incoterm remain unchanged. Is the FCR to indicate shipment from/or just shipping in Singapore? What about other BL conditions - shipper, notify party and freight paid or paid? 31 Creating Best
PracticesBenfitary Considerations: Do You Consider LC, When Received, for Mistakes? Do you consult with a nominated bank / advise the bank for their opinion? Do you consider amendments received for errors? Do you have a single-bank LCs routing or centralization policy? Do you have any policies
regarding LCs confirmation requests? Are you guilty of adding too much data to documents? Do you have an internal procedure that tracks the failure rate? Do you know the failure rate for your company? Have you calculated the additional costs associated with having proof of documentation? 32
Application of ISBP Publication 681Article 2 UCP 600 contains the definition of Complying Presentation as a presentation that complies with the terms of the loan applicable to the provisions of these rules (UCP 600) and international standard banking practice. The reference to international standard
banking practices is not limited to the content of publication 681 ICC. International standard banking practice also includes DOCDEX opinions and solutions that are not included in the publication, as well as other functions and actions performed by banks on a daily basis. 33 Application of ISBP
Publication 681Pment and issuance of credit paragraph 2 The applicant carries the risk of any ambiguity in their instructions on issuing or modifying the loan. Unless otherwise stated, the request for an issue or loan change allows the issuing bank to supplement or develop the terms in a way that is
necessary or desirable in order to allow the use of the loan. Paragraph 5 Many of the problems arising during the review phase could have been avoided or resolved by careful consideration of the details of the principal transaction, credit application and loan issuance during the discussion. 34 Applying
ISBP Publication 681Correction and Change Item 11 Using multiple styles of type or font size or handwriting in the same document does not in itself imply correction or change. Example this rule is contained in the conclusion of ICC TA.657, where the date of issuance and receipt of goods shown on the
CMR was completed by the pen where the document was completed, except for the date that was shown as I. Completion of the date, in the pen, was acceptable in accordance with this practice. 35 Applying ISBP Publication 681Documents, for which UCP 600 transport articles do not apply paragraph 19
Some documents commonly used in the transport of goods, such as delivery order, operator's receipt certificate, operator's shipping certificate, operator's transport certificate, receipt of the operator's cargo and receipt of a mate do not reflect the transport contract and are not transport documents as
defined in the UCP 600 , UCP 600 under Article 14 (c) will not apply to these documents. Thus, these documents will be treated in the same way as other documents for which UCP 600 does not have specific provisions, i.e. under article 14(f). In any case, the documents must be submitted no later than
the expiration date for presentation, as stated in the loan. 36 Application of ISBP Publication 681Documents, for which UCP 600 transport articles do not apply paragraph 20 Copies of transport documents, are not transport documents for the purposes of UCP 600 articles and subdivisions 14 (c). Transport
articles UCP 600 are used where the original transport documents are presented. In cases where the loan allows you to issue a copy of the transport document, rather than the original, the loan must directly specify the details that will be shown. In cases where copies (incontrovertible) are submitted, they
do not have to prove a signature, date, etc. 37 Application of ISBP Publication 681Insigner documents and signatures Items 22, 37 and 40 If the loan indicates that the document must be issued by the name of the person or organization, this condition is satisfied if the document appears to be issued by
the name of the person or organization. It may be issued by the named person or organization using its form, or, if there is no form, the document appears to have been completed or signed or on behalf of the named person or organization. Even if they are not listed on credit, projects, certificates and
declarations by their nature require a signature. Transport documents and insurance documents must be signed in accordance with the provisions of UCP 600. A signature on the company's form form will be taken for the signature of the company, unless otherwise stated. The name of the company
should not be repeated next to the signature. 38 Application is ISBP Publishing 681Titre documents and combined documents Item 41 Documents can be named as necessary in credit, bear a similar name, or be untitled. For example, a credit requirement for a packaging list may also be met by a
document containing packaging details called Note, Packing and and List etc., or an unnamed document. The contents of the document should serve as the required document. Paragraph 42 Documents listed on credit must be submitted as separate documents. If the loan requires a packing list and
weight list, the requirement will be satisfied with the submission of two separate documents or the submission of two original copies of the combined packaging and weight list, provided that the document provides both packaging details and weight. 39 Establishing Best PracticesSeam: Does Examination
Help Beneficiaries Help the Exam Process? What can banks do to help beneficiaries and reduce rate discrepancies? The responsibility of banks in reviewing documents. Settlement If the documents comply when you honor or negotiate? For example, you will finish the exam on Monday afternoon. When
do you expect to honor or negotiate? 40 Application of ISBP Publication 681Documents must be considered in accordance with international standard banking practice, as stated in UCP 600 and formulated in ISBP. Any rejection of documents should be mentioned under Article 16 of UCP 600. You reject
the documents because they are irresponsible under UCP 600. There is no harm in explaining to the other party which the ICC's opinion, DOCDEX decision or paragraph ISBP was used to understand how UCP practices were applied. 41 Alternative Forms of Documentary CreditsApplying UCP 600 and
ISBP Alternative Forms of Documentary Credits 42 Alternative Forms of Documentary CreditsAdvance Payment; Red/Green Clause; Rotating/ Recovery; In installments; For transmission; Back to back; and the purpose of income. 43 Alternative forms of documentary creditsAdvance Payment (Red
Clause) This is often referred to as a red loan clause due to the fact that the wording regarding the down payment was found in red ink in order to emphasize this condition. Today, down payment on loans is quite rare and is usually limited to about 80% of the cost of the loan. The advance is often paid on
a receipt from the beneficiary stating that they will supply the goods as required by the loan and, if they are unable to do so, return the advance or interest on the goods not shipped. Where there are doubts about the beneficiary's ability to recover funds, the claimant may insist that an advance be made
with respect to the issuance of a bank guarantee covering the value of the advance. When the beneficiary submits his documents to the shipped goods, the invoice will be billed at 100% of the value for a smaller advance in relation to these goods. 44 Alternative Forms of Documentary CreditsRed Clause
LCs Where a bank guarantee must be issued to cover any down payment, should consider formulations like the lower (or similar): This warranty will automatically be xx% of the value of any invoice submitted under the credit number xxxxxxx, as part of the presentation made by the beneficiary of XXX
Bank (the name of the nominated bank). If this wording is included, the liability under the guarantee will be reduced as delivery in accordance with the relevant credit letter. Issuer banks (and applicants) who make an advance on the beneficiary's obligation should understand that the nominated bank will
not have any further involvement in the recovery of funds in the event of a refusal to send. The final risk lies with the applicant. 45 Alternative forms of documentary creditsGreen Clause LCs Credit letter, which contains a provision allowing the nominated bank to make advances to the seller against
collateral (e.g. a third-party payment guarantee or pre-installation of the storage of goods in the name of the nominated bank or issuer bank) before shipping/submitting documents. If the seller fails to submit documents, the obligation of the issuer bank or the buyer to reimburse may be returned by
security. 46 Alternative Forms of Documentary LoansRevolution and Recovery LCs Revolving: Rotating Credit has three features that need to be considered on credit:- 1. Whether it is automatic or not; 2. Whether the amount of turnovers is cumulative or not cumulative; and 3. the basis on which the
turnover will take place. Recovery: Recovery of the loan has three functions that need to be considered on credit:- 1. The initial loan amount; The basis on which the recovery will take place; and 3. the maximum amount to be recovered. 47 Alternative forms of documentary loansRevolution LC basic
beneficiaries prefer cumulative, automatic revolving credit because they have a banking enterprise for the full amount of the value of their goods. Banks prefer non-coulative or cumulative, but non-cumulative revolving credit, as it limits banks' exposure to the value of a single turnover. A non-reproach
revolving loan allows the bank to reduce its liabilities by any unused balance during any period of turnover. A cumulative automatic revolving credit may allow the beneficiary to use the full cost in the final segment of the loan. 48 Alternative Forms of Documentary LoansResource LC Basics Of Loan
Recovery allows the applicant to limit the cost of any one batch by setting the cost of the loan to this level. For example, the total contract price is USD100,000, but the maximum to be drawn in a single presentation is USD15,000 The loan will be issued at an initial amount of USD15,000 and will be
comforted that the amount will be recovered after each draw for USD15,000 subject to a maximum of USD100,000 if the beneficiary makes the initial USD12,500 USD12,500 The amount will be recovered to $15,000, but the remaining total is reduced to $87,500 and so on until the full loan is raised.
Responsibility of banks for the full USD100,000 49 Alternative Forms documentary creditsUCP 600 Article 32 - Installment Drawings or delivery installments of the loan is covered by UCP 600 Article 32. It is necessary to ensure that the correct structure is used in the preparation of the loan for
installments. For example, DC, issued on February 9, stating that: - 1000 pence to be sent before February 28, 1000 pence, which will be sent before March 15, 1000 pence, which will be sent before March 31, is not a loan for installments if the first batch is not made. All goods can be shipped by
February 28. The installment credit must have specific items that must be shipped within certain periods that do not overlap. For example: 1000 pence between February 9 and 28, 1,000 pence between March 1 and 15, 1,000 pence between March 16 and 31. Article 32 should be excluded in accordance
with the reserve dc where installments take place. 50 Alternative Forms of Documentary Credit UCP 600 Article 38 - Translational Loans (a) states that no bank is obliged to transfer; (b) Contains definitions of loan repayment means a loan that specifically states that it is over-able. At the request of the
beneficiary (the first beneficiary) may be granted the transfer of the loan in general or in part to another beneficiary (the second beneficiary); The transfer of the bank means a nominated bank that transfers a loan or, on credit, available in any bank, a bank that is specifically authorized by the issuer bank
for transfer and that transfers the loan. The issuing bank can be a transfer bank; and the loan transferred means a loan that was given by the transfer bank to the second beneficiary. 51 Alternative forms of documentary credits UCP 600 Article 38 - Translation credits (e) Is no longer a requirement for
irreversible instructions regarding amendments; (f) When transferring more than once, each loan transferred is an individual loan; (g) There are no changes to the items that can be reduced or reduced, but if the initial loan is confirmed, the loan transferred should be limited; (i) If the first beneficiary cannot
replace or correct the replacement documents (in cases where the documents of the 2nd beneficiary are complied with), the documents of the second beneficiary may be used; and (k) documents must be routed through the transfer bank. Issues: Changing additional conditions Replacement is greater than
the project and/or account 52 Alternative forms of documentary creditsSub-article 38 (k) - ICC Opinion TA. 632 Approved October 2007 Conclusion to this conclusion includes the following: When there is a 100% transfer of the loan amount and substitutions, the need to submit the documents of the
second beneficiary to the bank-transfer is negated. This position position to the extent that the transfer bank did not add its confirmation to the transferred loan and thus required that the documents be submitted to the bank to fulfill the bank's confirmation obligation. In a translation consultation where there
is a 100% transfer, the transfer bank can make changes to the rule to find out that the documents should be sent directly to the issuer bank. In such circumstances, the issuing bank must inform the issuer bank of this action. 53 Alternative forms of documentary creditsBack-to-Back Loans are used when
the beneficiary of the loan (the average person) cannot obtain a transfer loan or cannot arrange for his bank to issue a loan in his name. The beneficiary of the initial loan seeks to use this loan as collateral for the bank to issue another loan in favour of the supplier. In a back-to-back loan there are two
separate and independent loans issued while under the transfer of the loan the transaction takes place under the auspices of the original loan. Most banks are ready to process transfer loans, as there is protection under UCP in case of failure by the 1st beneficiary. Under the loan each loan is independent
and the refusal of the 1st beneficiary can put the bank at risk of generating income to cover their payment to the supplier. 54 Alternative Forms of Documentary CreditsBack-to-Back Loans Issues With Back-to-Back LCs: Matching Conditions Between Loans; Leveling the settlement on both loans; replacing
the original beneficiary and failing to do so; Banks by linking the calculations of one LK with the settlement on the other; Guarantees? 55 Alternative Forms of Documentary Lending UCP 600 Article 39 - Appointment of Income The fact that the loan is not listed as re-correcting does not affect the
beneficiary's right to assign any income to which he may or may become eligible under the loan, in accordance with the provisions of applicable law. This article deals with the concession of the proceeds, not the assignment of the right to perform on the loan. Points for note: - assignment of revenue, not
the right to perform on credit; Payment security of the designated exists only if the relevant documents are submitted; The bank must limit its payment obligations to the documents on its shelves; A copy of the appointment notice must be sent to all parties; and - clear instructions where more than one
designated or partial delivery. 56 Thanks Application UCP 600 and ISBPContact : Gary Collier, Collyer Consulting LLP LLP ucp 600 part i - citigroup. ucp 600 part ii citigroup
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